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Smalltalk: Grandparent of all object-oriented languages
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Traveling upward (in the picture)
through heavy seas we come to the
pinnacle, a snow white island rising
like an ivory tower out of the
surrounding shark infested waters.
Here we find the fantastic kingdom
of Smalltalk, where great and
magical things happen. But alas ...
the craggy aloofness of the kingdom
of Smalltalk keeps it out of the
mainstream of things.
(Byte Magazine August 1978, p. 18)
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Xerox PARC

• It all started here, in Rochester!
• In early seventies Xerox corporation (Rochester) started a second

research center in west coast

Xerox PARC
(Palo Alto Research Center Incorporated)

• PARC was the driving force behind many inventions in modern
computing

- Laser printers
- Computer-generated bitmap graphics
- Graphical user interface
- WYSIWYG text editor
- Ethernet as a local-area computer network
- Object-oriented programming (Smalltalk)
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Xerox PARC
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Alan Kay

• In 1968 Kay created a revolutionary concept:
“A Personal Computer For Children Of All Ages”

• Thin portable computer, highly dynamic device that
weighed no more than two pounds

• It embodied all the elements of a graphical user
interface, or GUI

• Software component of this research was Smalltalk
- Smalltalk went on to have a life of its own
independent of the concept
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Implementations

• Smalltalk-80 was the first language variant
made available outside of PARC

• Squeak is a modern, open-source, highly
portable, fast, full-featured Smalltalk
implementation

- Derived directly from Smalltalk-80 original
Smalltalk-80 code
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Basic Concepts

• Smalltalk is a pure object oriented language

• Everything in Smalltalk is an object!
- Basic primitive types (integers) are objects
- Every value is an object: number 5 is an object
- ...

• Smalltalk is a dynamically typed language

• In Smalltalk each object has its type: class

• Like everything else, a class is also an object
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Objects

• An object has two parts:

1. Data Variables: state of the object

2. Methods: mechanisms to access and
manipulate state

Method

Data

Object

Data encapsulation

• Data is augmented with a layer of access methods

• Data can be accessed only by an associated method

• No object can read or modify the state of any other object

• Guarantees the integrity of the data in the object
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Message Passing

• Most computation in Smalltalk happens via message passing

message

response

sender object receiver object

• Sender object sends a message to receiver object

• Sender object blocks until the message returns

• Receiver executes the message and returns a result to sender
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Objects vs. Closures

• Objects are similar to closures: both hide data, provide methods to
access data

(val add ( lambda (x) ( lambda (y) (+ x y))))
(val add2 (add 2))

• Function add2 encapsulates hidden state (x = 2)
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Object Design

Designing an object:

• Data: decide what data each object will hold in its variables

• Methods: write methods that can manipulate data

obj1 obj2 obj3 objn

• Designing objects one by one can be cumbersome
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Class

• Many objects in a program are similar
• Programmer can specify special objects, known as classes
• Class provides a recipe for object construction

- How to define methods
- How to initialize the variables via constructors

instantiate

class
variables
instance
variables

Instance Methods

Class Methods

InstancesClass
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µSmalltalk – The Six Questions

1. Values: everything is an object

2. Syntax: combination of impcore and µScheme

3. Environments: global variables ξ, instance variables ρ

4. Evaluation: Important rules are message passing
(rest are similar to previous languages)

5. Initial Basis: Language is simple, initial basis is huge

6. Type system: Dynamic (behavioral subtyping)
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Syntax

• Mutable variables

• Message send

• Sequential composition of mutations and message sends (side
effects)

• Block: similar to lambda abstraction in Scheme
- body of block is a sequence of expressions, not a single expression

• No if or while structures
- implemented by passing continuations to Boolean objects
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Syntax

Impcore syntax:

exp = LITERAL of value
∣ VAR of name
∣ SET of name ∗ exp
∣ IF of exp ∗ exp ∗ exp
∣ WHILE of exp ∗ exp
∣ BEGIN of exp list
∣ APPLY of name ∗ exp list

µSmalltalk syntax:

exp = LITERAL of value
∣ VAR of name
∣ SET of name ∗ exp
∣ IF of exp ∗ exp ∗ exp
∣ WHILE of exp ∗ exp
∣ BEGIN of exp list
∣ APPLY of name ∗ exp list
∣ SEND of name ∗ exp ∗ exp list
∣ BLOCK of name ∗ exp list
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Example

−> ( class Counter Object (x)
(class−method new () (init (new super )))
( method init () (set x 0) self)
( method next () (set x (+ x 1)))
( method add: (y) (set x (+ x y))))
<class Counter >
−> (val count (new Counter ))
<Counter >
−> (next count)
1
−> (add: count 9)
10
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Message passing

• Message identified by name (messages are not values)

• Always sent to a receiver

• Optional arguments must match arity of message name
- no other static checking
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Example

−> (use finance .smt)
<class FinancialHistory >
<class DeductibleHistory >
−> (val account ( initialBalance : FinancialHistory 1000))
<FinancialHistory >
−> ( deposit :from: account 400 # salary )
1400
−> ( withdraw :for: account 50 # plumber )
1350
−> ( cashOnHand account )
1350
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Summary

This Lecture

• Introduction to Smalltalk

Next Lecture

• More Smalltalk (protocol, initial basis)
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